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Abstract
In this paper we explore temporal variation in demography and settlement intensity in southeastern Norway during the Early and mid-Holocene. In order to investigate the temporal variation in demography and settlement we have applied and compared two different proxies: Summed radiocarbon probability distributions and site count data of shoreline-dated sites. The proxies display similar patterns, and we suggest that they indicate stability in settlement in the coastal areas of southeastern Norway between 8500 cal. BCE and 2000 cal. BCE.

1. Introduction

The Oslo fjord region of southeastern Norway has unique qualities for studying long-term changes and continuity in coastal settlement during the Holocene. The large and continuous post-glacial land upheaval has caused shore bound sites from all prehistoric periods to be located above the present-day sea level. During the Younger Dryas most of southeastern Norway was covered with ice and the region was not colonised and settled before c. 9300 cal. BCE (Damlien and Solheim, 2017; Glørstad, 2016: 14; Jaksland, 2014: 43–46). A common perception is that the earliest settlement sites were sparse and traces of a highly mobile population (Bjerck, 2009; Jaksland, 2001: 116–118), followed by a growth in population during the Mesolithic reaching a peak in the Late Mesolithic (Jaksland, 2001: 118). This is however not based on thorough investigations of temporal variation of settlement intensity or demography. In this paper we challenge this view by using radiocarbon dates and shoreline-dated sites to investigate variation in demography coastal settlement in southeastern Norway from the Middle Mesolithic to the Late Neolithic periods (8500–2000 cal. BCE; Fig. 1).

During the last decade population dynamics and demographic variation in Mesolithic and Neolithic societies have been thoroughly investigated by using summed radiocarbon probability plots as a population proxy (Apel et al., 2017; Edinborough, 2009; Hinz et al., 2012; Shennan et al., 2013; Shennan and Edinborough, 2007; Timpson et al., 2014). The scopes of the studies are impressive and the methods and models applied to investigate demographic variation are becoming increasingly complex (Edinborough et al., 2017: 1–2 for overview of development; Shennan et al., 2013; Timpson et al., 2014). Basically, reconstructions of prehistoric demography are based on temporal distribution of radiocarbon dates, which are used as a proxy of variation in human activity through time. Several researchers have emphasized the problems of using radiocarbon data alone to infer demographic variation and noted the need for other proxies to compare with the radiocarbon probability plots (Crombé and Robinson, 2014; Hinz et al., 2012; Surovell and Brantingham, 2007; Tallavaara et al., 2010; Torfing, 2015; Williams, 2012; but see Edinborough et al., 2017).
Both human factors and systematic errors are pointed out as potential biases (Torfing, 2015:193; Williams, 2012:579; c.f. Timpson et al., 2015). One suggested approach to test if variations in radiocarbon plots are related to human activity is to compare radiocarbon plots with palaeoenvironmental data, such as pollen analysis or climate data (Hinz et al., 2012; Wicks and Mithen, 2014). A second possible approach for investigating whether a set of radiocarbon dates is biased is by comparing radiocarbon plots and archaeological site counts (French and Collins, 2015; Palmisano et al., 2017; Tallavaara et al., 2010). Following this approach we will compare the available radiocarbon data with other archaeological proxy data in order to study the coastal population and settlement around the Oslo fjord in southeastern Norway. In order to carry out this approach we will use summed radiocarbon probability distribution, and site-counts of shoreline-dated sites from three different subareas in this region.

The main aim is to investigate variation in demography and settlement intensity in the Oslo fjord region from c. 8500 to 2000 cal. BCE. This calls for a source critical view of the available radiocarbon data, and the question we ask first is if radiocarbon data from the Oslo fjord region can be used as proxy for variations in human activity or if it is merely a reflection of archaeological activity and/or dating strategies. For this purpose we will 1) investigate the temporal distribution of radiocarbon dates from the Oslo fjord region, and 2) investigate the temporal distribution of shoreline-dated sites from three different subareas in the same region. The summed radiocarbon probability distributions will be compared with the site count data to explore variations in settlement in the coastal areas.

2. Background

2.1. The Oslo fjord region

Stone Age research in the Oslo fjord region started around 1900. Chronological and typological studies dominated until the 1970s when ecological aspects came into focus. Settlement patterns have been discussed, especially concerning coast – inland relations (Boaz, 1998; Lindblom, 1984; Mikkelsen, 1978), but studies of temporal variation in settlement intensity during the Stone Age is yet to be the subject of rigorous research. Due to intense infrastructural development in the Oslo fjord region over the last 15 years, this is now changing. A large number of Stone Age sites have been excavated, generating a rich body of data suited for studies of temporal variation in demography and settlement. Sites dating from the Pioneer phase in the Preboreal period throughout the whole Mesolithic and Neolithic have been investigated (Glørstad, 2004; Jakslund and Persson, 2014; Melvold and Persson, 2014; Reitan and Persson, 2014; Solheim, 2017; Solheim and Damlien, 2013).

In addition to high intensity in archaeological excavations, the geological background in the region is of great importance for studying temporal development in human activity. The retreat of the Scandinavian Ice Sheet and the following heavy land uplift caused dramatic changes in the region's landscape (Bergstrøm, 1999). This is most notable early in the Preboreal period where a land uplift of 4–5m in 100 years is documented in the western part of the region (Sørensen et al., 2014a). Unlike most parts of Europe, the glacio-isostatic rebound has caused constant land uplift after the Last Glacial maximum, and no Holocene transgressions are documented in the study area (Fig. 2; Sørensen et al., 2014a, 2014b). Consequently we have the opportunity to establish a well-founded relative chronology of sites and also to date sites independent of radiocarbon- or typological/technological dating.

This implies that the Oslo fjord region have qualities compared to only a few other regions in the world for studying long term continuity and changes in coastal settlement during the Holocene (c.f. Bailey, 2011; Edinborough et al., 2017), and also for using Stone Age sites as a proxy for settlement intensity.
2.2. Coastal settlement and shorebound Mesolithic sites

The majority of the excavated sites in the Oslo fjord region are interpreted as shorebound or situated close to the contemporary shoreline (Solheim and Persson, 2016: 265–266). Breivik et al. (2017: 11, Fig. 9), has argued for a close correspondence between Mesolithic sites and contemporary shoreline in southeastern Norway, and have demonstrated a strong association between radiocarbon dated archaeological contexts and changing shorelines.

Mesolithic sites in the region are to a very large degree similar (e.g. Melvold and Persson, 2014; Solheim, 2017, 2017a, 2017b, 2017c). Most sites are open-air dwelling sites with podzolic soils. Preservation conditions are similar at sites from the whole period, and, in general, no complex cultural stratigraphy is present at the open-air sites. Preservation for organic material is poor, and organic material for dating is usually found in preserved remains of structures such as hearths, cooking pits, etc., or in relation to concentration of lithic finds (Solheim, 2017a: 101–102). Several excavated sites do not have radiocarbon dates reflecting human activity from the time when the site was shorebound (Solheim, 2017b: 70). This can be due to a lack of organic material from that phase or it might simply be the case that the site was not used or settled by humans when it was shorebound. The radiocarbon dates also, in some cases, indicate use later in the Mesolithic or in the Bronze and Iron Age (Fossum, 2017). Several explanations, which are related to both natural and cultural causes, can be offered. A number of radiocarbon dates are clearly related to human activity as they are found in structures of anthropogenic origin. Natural processes like bio- and cryoturbation, which induces migration and potential mixing of artifacts and ecofacts is a common source critical factor, and some of the radiocarbon dates might be the result of charcoal left in the ground after for example forest fires and hence polluting Mesolithic structures. When a site's elevation above sea level and technological/typological traits is compared it is however possible to get an impression of whether a site was situated close to the contemporary shoreline or not, even when no radiocarbon dates are available. The typological and technological development is well known in the region and can be used to date the activity phases at the sites (Damlien, 2016; Eigeland, 2015; Reitan, 2016). Based on radiocarbon and technological/typological data from excavations we estimate that approximately 10% of the Mesolithic sites included here were not shorebound during their time of use (compare Breivik et al., 2017: Fig. 9). Thus we argue that a chronological bias is not a significant problem for using shoreline-dated sites as a proxy for settlement intensity in the Mesolithic. During the Neolithic agriculture was, to a varying degree, a part of the subsistence, and the proportions of sites close to the shore varies accordingly. The possibility to date sites based on elevation above sea level makes it possible to include a large number of Stone Age sites in temporal analysis. Numerous sites have been surveyed and documented by extensive test pitting but the majority of these sites are never excavated and cannot be dated by radiocarbon method, typological or technological traits. These sites are largely ignored in scientific analysis, but as it is possible to date the sites by using the shoreline displacement curves, we believe they represent valuable data, and here we will use these sites as a proxy to evaluate the settlement intensity around the Oslo fjord.

There are some potential problems with using surveyed sites as data: Survey intensity will affect the number of sites and some height intervals can be overrepresented. There seems to be a tendency towards more intensive surveying in the highest lying areas, which is where the oldest sites are located (e.g. Olsen, 2012: 57). In order to test the relative frequency of test pits at different height intervals, we have investigated the number of test pits in relation to the total amount of land at different height intervals in the western part of the study area (Persson, 2014:56–57; Solheim, 2017c: 40–41). This demonstrate that the total number of test pits is quite equal at different height intervals, but it shows that there are relatively more test pits containing lithic finds at lower Late Mesolithic height levels.
(30–60ma.s.l.), compared to the Early and Middle Mesolithic levels (> 60ma.s.l.). This could be cultural historically significant, and related to the larger size of the Late Mesolithic sites and higher amount of lithic artifacts found at these sites compared to earlier Mesolithic sites. Secondly, most surveyed sites are situated in areas affected by infrastructural and other community development, which can lead to geographical and chronological biases in the data set. This is for instance of importance for the number of surveyed Early Mesolithic sites as highways and railways rarely are situated higher than 100ma.s.l. in this region. Finally, the quality of shoreline displacement curves varies and a curve is only valid for a limited area as there is great variation in shoreline displacement between different parts of the Oslo fjord region. The newly developed shoreline curves are more precisely dated than the older curves by using AMS-dating and also a higher number of radiocarbon dates. Nevertheless, we consider the different shoreline displacement curves to be of sufficient quality to perform the present study.

3. Materials and method

3.1. Radiocarbon dates and summed radiocarbon probability distribution

The radiocarbon data set used in this analysis consists of 512 dates from 157 individual archaeological excavation sites situated around the Oslo fjord (c.f. Fig. 1). All dates are of terrestrial origin and there are no issues with a marine reservoir effect (c.f. Edinborough et al., 2016, 2017). The majority of dates are collected from published literature and excavation reports but some are unpublished. In this paper we use a version of the “UCL-method” (Shennan et al., 2013; Timpson et al., 2014; Edinborough et al., 2017). Such simulation-based models based on real archaeological datasets have shown to be useful for identifying changes related to population fluctuation in archaeological contexts (Edinborough et al., 2017:1; Bevan et al., 2017; see also Timpson et al., 2015). The paper by Edinborough et al. (2017) has also demonstrated the value of this simulation-based method for studying early and mid-Holocene coastal population.

The empirical summed radiocarbon probability distribution (SPD) is compared with sets of simulated SPDs generated by a random sampling of calendar dates from period 8500 to 1500 cal. BCE (Fig. 3). This is equivalent to a comparison with a model that assumes constant production of radiocarbon dates, and unlike the abovementioned studies we assume that the population size and settlement were constant during the entire period in question. The simulated calendar dates were “backcalibrated” to simulate a radiocarbon date. Each back-calibrated date was then added a random standard deviation from the empirical dates, and then calibrated and summed. The procedure was repeated 1000 times, and a mean and a 95% confidence interval was calculated (see Timpson et al., 2014; Edinborough et al., 2017 for a detailed explanation of the method). This was carried out for all dates (Fig. 3a) and for bins of dates (Fig. 3b) combining dates from each site that is<200 radiocarbon years apart into one bin as proposed by Shennan et al. (2013:6). This account for oversampling, and sites with different amount of dates were equally weighted in the analysis. The calibration is performed with the Bchron programme (https://github.com/andrewcparnell/Bchron) and the simulation is performed with a slightly modified version of the “UCL-method” with R software codes published by Edinborough et al. (2017). The calibration use the intcal13 calibration curve (Reimer et al., 2013).

3.2. Shoreline displacement and dating of Stone Age sites

In addition to the C14-dates we have gathered information from 1709 surveyed sites from the three different parts of the Oslo fjord region (Fig. 4). Surveyed sites are registered in the Directorate for Cultural Heritage's online database Askeladden (Askeladden, 2015). The database contains information about the sites geographical location thus making it possible to extract information about
the sites elevation above sea level from a GIS-based Digital terrain model (kartverket.no). Information about surveyed sites is generated from sub-areas covering the western, eastern as well as the inner parts of the Oslo fjord. Sites are dated according to their elevation above present sea level.

Geoscientists have, often in close cooperation with archaeologists, developed new shoreline displacement curves covering the western and eastern part of our study area (Påsse, 2003; Sørensen, 1999; Sørensen et al., 2014a, 2014b, 2015; c.f. Fig. 2). The curves used in this study are adjusted to Gunnarsrød bog in Telemark for the western part of the Oslo fjord, and to Lake Vaglarna in Bohuslen for the eastern part (Påsse, 2003; Sørensen et al., 2014a). From the northern part of the Oslo fjord region a curve valid for the Ski terminal moraine is used. It was originally constructed in 1979 but has recently been adjusted (Bargel and Sørensen, 2005; Sørensen, 1979). The available shoreline displacement curves for the Oslo fjord region cover the time span from the Preboreal to the present. Water basins situated below marine limit contain bottom sediment layers originating from the time the basin was isolated from the sea. The transition levels between marine and lacustrine sediments, indicating the isolation of the basin, are identified and radiocarbon dated. When this is done for several basins situated at different altitudes it is possible to construct a shoreline displacement curve. This method is called the isolation basin method (Hafsten, 1956) and is the main method used for constructing shoreline curves around the Oslo fjord.

Normally only one basin is investigated from the same geographical location. Consequently, the shoreline curves are constructed from several basins located at different places and the basins’ height above sea level needs to be adjusted for differences in land upheaval. The normal procedure used in shoreline displacement studies is to re-calculate the height above sea level of different basins' isolation point, or threshold, to the contemporary shoreline level at one single geographical location – a “nill-point”. As most sites are situated away from the “nill-points” used here, Gunnarsrød bog, Ski and Lake Vaglarna, the sites need to be adjusted to the contemporary height of one of the curves. We have carried out height adjustments in accordance with the method presented by Sørensen et al. (2014a: 42–44, Fig. 2.2.9) and Pásse (2003: 48–49, Table 2). At the western side of the Oslo fjord almost all sites included in this study are distributed along the same isobar, i.e. a line with the same land upheaval as Gunnarsrød bog, which means that there is little need for compensation for difference in land upheaval between the archaeological sites. On the eastern side of the fjord, the sites have a wider distribution in north-south direction. The site that deviates the most is Tørkop, Halden, dated to c. 7700 cal. BCE and situated 13 km from Lake Vaglarna measured perpendicular to isobars. The correction factor is 35 cm/km (Pásse, 2003: 48–49, Table 2) and the total correction for Tørkop is a subtraction of 4.6 m compared to the shoreline curve. Several sites included in this study are situated in the Svinesund area (Glørstad, 2004), and needs a minor adjustment for differences in land upheaval compared to Lake Vaglarna.

In order to adjust for variations in shoreline displacement between the areas, we have estimated the age of all sites in accordance to their local shoreline curve. We have ascribed all sites to 500 years bins for analysing the general trends. Note that sites older than 8500 cal. BCE are included in a single bar in the diagrams. The land upheaval is extremely high in the Preboreal period, and it will require a detailed analysis for the different areas at a more local scale to include and shoreline date sites from the period. As there is no radiocarbon dates from archaeological sites dated to the Early Mesolithic in this region (9500–8300 cal. BCE) we focus the further discussion on the period from c. 8500–2000 cal. BCE.

4. Results and discussion
4.1. Summed radiocarbon probability distribution

The summed radiocarbon probability distribution including all dates from the entire Oslo fjord area (Fig. 3a) shows some distinctive traits: First, there are no dates earlier than c. 8000 cal. BCE. Secondly, the SPD demonstrate three peaks with higher number of dates during 1) the Middle Mesolithic, between c. 7800–7400 cal. BCE, 2) at the transition to the Neolithic, c. 3900–3700 cal. BCE, and 3) in the Late Neolithic, from c. 2000 cal. BCE, which represents the start of a period with high number of radiocarbon dates. The summed radiocarbon probability distribution is within the 95% confidence interval of the variation of the simulated curves during the entire early and mid-Holocene indicating a relative stable population. At c. 2000 cal. BCE the curve rises significantly above the confidence level, indicating a rapid increase in population. We will explore these main results in greater detail below.

The oldest radiocarbon dates from southeastern Norway are from c. 8000 cal. BCE; meaning that it does not exist radiocarbon dates from Early Mesolithic archaeological contexts. The reason for the lack of radiocarbon dates from Early Mesolithic sites is not understood at the moment but a potential explanation might be the type of fuel in the hearths during the earliest phase. It has been suggested that seal oil or blubber was used as fuel (Bjerck, 2016) and for that reason the activity at the sites have not produced sample material, such as charcoal, suitable for radiocarbon dates. This theory is however not very likely as firewood would be accessible already from the time the first pioneer settlers entered the region (Sørensen et al., 2014a), and thus far we have no evidence of the use of seal oil or blubber in Southern Norway (Åstveit, 2014; but see Petterson and Wikell, 2014). Charcoal is also retrieved from archaeological contexts in other parts of Southern Norway and radiocarbon dated to the Early Mesolithic. We hypothesize that the lack of Early Mesolithic radiocarbon dates in our study area is most likely caused by a combination of factors, such as type of hearth, fuel as well as taphonomic processes (Théry-Parisot et al., 2010), which we at this point cannot explain. It is however not likely that the absence of radiocarbon dates from 9500 to 8000 cal. BCE reflects a settlement intensity of<1% to that of the later periods. Quite the contrary, it has been stressed that the Early Mesolithic was a period with especially good conditions for settlement in the region which our data and data from neighbouring regions also demonstrate with a very high frequency of recorded Early Mesolithic sites (Breivik, 2014; Schmitt et al., 2006; Solheim, 2017c). In our data c. 10% of the surveyed sites are shorelinedated to Early Mesolithic, and excavations have also documented extensive traces of activity in this period.

The coastal region of southeastern Norway has a similar cultural historical development and ecological conditions during the Mesolithic, and is considered as a common cultural area (Glørstad, 2010; Solheim and Persson, 2016). There is no reason to assume any significant differences in the general settlement history between different parts of the region. A possible way to test the interpretation of the sum probability distribution is thus by comparing independent sets of radiocarbon dates from different sub-areas. In Fig. 5 we have made a division between radiocarbon dates from the eastern and western parts of the region as well as the inner Oslo fjord. The majority of dates are from the western side of the fjord but we consider the data to be sufficient for comparison of the three subareas. The summed radiocarbon probability distributions from the subareas demonstrate some similar tendencies as the general model; there are no dates before c. 8000 cal. BCE, followed by an increase c. 7500 cal. BCE, and with a dramatic increase starting at c. 2000 cal. BCE. The Early Neolithic peak starting at c. 3900 cal. BCE is present but not that pronounced in all subareas.

The peak at 7500 cal. BCE is most prominent in the distribution plot for the western part of the region (Fig. 5). This is possibly a reflection of excavation intensity and dating strategies connected to sites from the Middle Mesolithic period in this part of southeastern Norway (Solheim, 2013) and possibly
also by calibration effects (Michczyński and Michczyńska, 2006). There are many dated sites from this period (Solheim, 2013, 2017a; Melvold and Persson, 2014), and a few sites contain relatively high numbers of radiocarbon dates, e.g. Hovland 3, Larvik, with 18 dates between 7750 and 7180 cal. BCE (Solheim and Olsen, 2013). There is a synchronous increase in the curves both for the inner and eastern part of the region at c. 7500 cal. BCE, but one should also be careful not to over-interpret this peak due to the lack of dates from the Early Mesolithic.

The peak in the Early Neolithic should also be commented. This increase in dates could be a real effect, directly or indirectly caused by the introduction of agriculture (c.f. Shennan et al., 2013). However about 30% of the radiocarbon dates between 4000 and 3500 cal. BCE are from the sites Vestgård 6, Halden (eastern part), and Langangen Vestgård 6, Porsgrunn (western part). These sites are, in a southeastern Norwegian measure, well dated and the dating strategy following the excavations was to pinpoint the transition to the Neolithic. It could also be mentioned that 40% of the radiocarbon dates from the same period come from sites excavated in two excavation projects, both of which had a focus on the process of Neolithisation (Glørstad, 2004; Melvold and Persson, 2014; Reitan and Persson, 2014). The peak in the Early Neolithic might be biased because of dating strategies and research questions.

To summarise, the summed probability distribution displays similar tendencies and the data demonstrate comparable patterns for the three sub-regions. The fluctuations in the summed probability distribution are small during the Mesolithic and no pronounced peaks or troughs can be seen, except at c. 7500 cal. BCE and 3900 cal. BCE. The curve is well within the 95% confidence interval of the variation in the simulated distributions and indicates a general stability in population sizes and settlement activity. The peak at 3800–3900 cal. BCE might be affected by dating strategies and research questions, an explanation that might also be relevant for the peak c. 7500 in the western part of the region as well, in addition to intensity in excavations. The effect of the calibration curve might also be a relevant factor. In general the summed probability distribution is rather stable during the Mesolithic and the Early and Middle Neolithic, before a sharp increase in dates can be seen from just before 2000 cal. BCE. The last peak is very distinct and crosses the upper limit of the 95% confidence interval.

4.2. Shoreline dated Stone Age sites

In order to further study the trend seen in the summed radiocarbon probability distributions and to investigate temporal variation in coastal settlement, we will here use site counts from three subareas (c.f. Fig. 4). In Fig. 6 we have compared the distribution of sites at different height a.s.l. in the investigated areas without correcting the height levels for variation in the shoreline displacement between areas. At a general level it is interesting to note that there are similarities in the overall distribution of sites. There are fewer sites at the highest levels, corresponding to the Early Mesolithic, with an increase towards lower levels, corresponding to the Middle and Late Mesolithic periods. When dated according to the different shoreline curves the distribution of surveyed sites show similar trends to the summed radiocarbon probability distribution (Fig. 7). Some variations can be seen and most noticeable is the reduction of sites between 7500 and 5500 cal. BCE. It can be several potential explanations for this pattern. The reduction might be caused by the flattening in the shoreline curves for the eastern and western parts of the region during this period, which is related to the mid-Holocene sea level rise (c.f. Fig. 2; c.f. Weninger et al., 2008). A flattening in the sea level curve during the Late Mesolithic could potentially lead to an increase in the number sites at the same heights, as it would be possible to settle along the same shorelines for longer time periods (see also Edinborough, 2005; 2009 for discussion of reduction of land mass and population fluctuation in Mesolithic Scandinavia).
However, during this period it is argued for an increasing sedentary lifestyle in the region and in Southern Norway at large (Bergsvik, 2001; Glørstad, 2010), a trend that possibly started already in the Middle Mesolithic (Solheim and Persson, 2016; c.f. Boethius, 2017). Rather than seeing an increase in the actual number of sites, the same sites were used for longer periods due to decreasing mobility. An alternative explanation can be a potential bias in the site count data due to survey strategy or surveyed areas. Around 5000 cal. BCE there is an increase in number of sites followed by a gradual decrease during the Neolithic period. From c. 3000 cal. BCE there are few sites, which is reflecting changes in settlement and society at large with the establishment of agriculture. From this period the settlements were located away from the contemporary shoreline and farmsteads with long houses were established in areas with conditions favourable for farming (Prescott, 2012).

4.3. Temporal variation in coastal demography and settlement: comparing radiocarbon dates and shoreline dated sites

When we compare the summed radiocarbon probability distribution and the site count of shoreline-dated sites a comparable pattern indicating temporal stability in coastal demography and settlement can be seen. The distribution of site counts do however indicate a more stable pattern with fewer peaks and troughs during the Mesolithic and Neolithic than what can be discerned in the summed radiocarbon probability distributions. This is likely a reflection of the temporal resolution of the site counts. An important conclusion can be drawn from this: From the transition to the Middle Mesolithic, c. 8300 cal. BCE until the Middle and Late Neolithic periods, c. 3000–2500 BCE, there was a stable settlement along the coast of the southeastern Norway, with no significant variations in settlement intensity. The relative reduction in sites noted between 7500 and 5500 cal. BCE is related to an increase in global sea levels and local equilibrium between land upheaval and sea level rise.

The marked drop in sites after 3000 cal. BCE is interpreted as linked to the establishment of agriculture as the dominant mean of subsistence and also a radical change in settlement systems with the establishment of agricultural settlement. The increase in C14-dates corresponds with the development of agrarian economy in the Late Neolithic and Early Bronze Age societies and the start of an increase in population size.

5. Conclusion

As no Holocene transgressions are identified in the Oslo fjord region there are unique possibilities to investigate long-term trends in coastal settlement during the early and mid-Holocene. The archaeological record is of high value for studying marine and coastal adaptations over long time spans. It is argued that the Preboreal pioneer settlement of Southern Norway was closely connected to marine resources for subsistence and to the coastal landscape for settlement and communication (Bang-Andersen, 2003; Bjerck, 2016; Breivik, 2014; Glørstad, 2013).

Our results show that the coastal area was of central importance for settlement and that it was able to sustain a stable population size during the Middle and Late Mesolithic as well as the first part of the Neolithic (see also Edinborough, 2009). The stability that is observed in the data might be a reflection of the abundance of resources. This is of importance for studies of Mesolithic population sizes in Europe as our observations contrast results from studies in other regions which tend to argue that Mesolithic population levels was low and fluctuated in response to climatic variation (Shennan and Edinborough, 2007; Riede, 2009). Our results indicate that the demographic development might have been different in the coastal regions of northwestern Europe, and we consider the correspondence between the distributions of the two proxies to enhance the reliability of the general trends, and to strengthen the interpretation of a stable Mesolithic settlement (Fig. 7).
In order to investigate the temporal variation in coastal demography and settlement we have applied and compared two different archaeological proxies: Summed radiocarbon probability distributions and site count data of shoreline-dated sites. Summed radiocarbon probability distributions is, as demonstrated in several other studies, a useful method for studying prehistoric demography (c.f. Edinborough et al., 2017:1). We have here tried to determine if the temporal distribution of radiocarbon dates from southeastern Norway present a reliable picture of intensity and variation in coastal settlement, and to present a clearly but general observable trend in the two proxies applied.

Both the summed radiocarbon probability distributions and site count data of shoreline-dated sites display similar patterns, and we have suggested that there was a stable settlement in the coastal areas of southeastern Norway between 8500 cal. BCE and 2400 cal. BCE. The similarities in the observed pattern in the distributions of the two proxy data strengthen our interpretation of a stable demographic development. The observations also suggest that there might have been some variations in settlement intensity during the period, with peaks starting at 7600–7500 and 3900–3800 cal. BCE. By comparing three different subareas we conclude that the radiocarbon data from southeastern Norway is relevant to use as proxy for variation in settlement and demography. Some of the peaks in the plot are possibly affected by archaeological activity in different sub-areas, but the marked increase in Late Neolithic is possible to identify in all three regions. The temporal distribution of shoreline-dated surveyed sites provides us with a general pattern of settlement intensity around the Oslo fjord. As for the summed radiocarbon distribution plot the site counts also exhibit an even distribution of sites during the Mesolithic and Neolithic. We suggest that the shoreline-dated sites further support the pattern observed in the summed probability distributions of radiocarbon dates. Hence, the general temporal distribution of radiocarbon data and shoreline-dated sites are demonstrating a stable and continuous settlement in the coastal areas of southeastern Norway during the early and mid-Holocene.
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Figures:

Fig. 1. The location of the South-eastern Norway. The detailed map below show all sites with radiocarbon dates older than 3000 BP, which is included in this analysis.
Fig. 2. The different shoreline displacement curves, which are used in this analysis. The map in the top right corner refers the location of the three subareas discussed in the paper (c.f. Fig. 5) and to the geographical location of the shoreline displacement curves. The colour of the symbol corresponds with the colour of the curve. The curve from Gunnarsrød myr is from Sørensen et al. 2012, Lake Vaglarna from Pásse, 2003, and Ski from Bargel and Sørensen, 2005.
Fig. 3. a/: Curve with yellow fill shows calibrated summed probability density (SPD) for all radiocarbon dates >3000 bp uncalibrated from archaeological sites around the Oslofjord, 512 dates from the 157 sites in Fig. 1. Grey lines = upper and lower limits for 95% confidence interval and red line = median for 1000 simulations of 512 dates. The simulation assumes constant settlement from 9500 to 1000 cal. BCE. In each simulation round 512 years are randomly picked in the interval, they are back-calibrated and each of them combined with the standard deviations from actual 512 dates. Theses series of 512 simulated radiocarbon dates are calibrated. This is repeated 1000 times. From the 1000 simulated SPDs the median and the 95% confidence interval are calculated for each year. b/: The same dates but using “binning” so that radiocarbon dates from a site that are <200 radiocarbon years apart are combined. This account for oversampling, and sites with different amount of dates were equally weighted in the analysis. This gives 263 phases (=dates), that are compared with simulated series of 263 dates as described under “a”. Grey background marks periods with significant deviation from the assumption of constant population.
Fig. 4. The maps show the surveyed sites (n=1709) in three investigated sub-areas. The positions of the three areas are shown in Fig. 2. The red lines marks the boundary of the administrative districts included in this investigation. Each dot on the map corresponds to one site in the Directorate of Cultural Heritage's national database of archaeological sites.
Fig. 5. Radiocarbon dates from SE Norway divided into the three subareas, equivalent to the areas in Figs. 2 and 5. The dates are calibrated with OxCal sum function (v. 4.3). The maximum heights for all three curves are the same.
Fig. 6. Surveyed sites in the three investigated subareas, distributed according to the sites' height above present sea level. A) Western part of the region, $n=614$ sites. B) Eastern part of the region, $n=604$ sites. C) Inner part of the region, $n=491$ sites. The actual distribution of sites per height interval is shown in the blue bars, while the yellow bars show the same number of sites modelled as they would have been distributed if all been situated directly on the shore according to the local shore displacement curves (i.e. proportional to year/one meter of the displacement curve).
Fig. 7. The red bars represent the shoreline dating of surveyed sites, c.f. Fig. 6. In the background is the summed probability distribution of radiocarbon date bins from South-eastern Norway (c.f. Fig. 3b). The two data sets display a similar trend with stable settlement during the Mesolithic and early part of the Neolithic.